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Loss Prevention Solutions

Today’s “state of With
increases goals
seem impossible.

in theft
challenges.retail” has presented loss prevention departments with new

yourand loss, budget restrictions or personnel cuts can make reaching

Outsourcing has never
expand

your

your
team to

been simpler and more economical. We can augment existing
help you

achieve goals.
your reach or fill in when the need arises. Either way, we’re here to

to
“The best aspect about

outsourcing talent is being able
leverage specialized skill sets and
improving profitability across the
enterprise; all without absorbing

the costs
associated with it.”

Nationwide Retailer-President,

Results PartnerDriven
Retail Integrity Solutions can provide existing loss
prevention departments with supporting
resources without adding excessive budget costs.

Audits Store& Visits

to

We can work or support
a store visitation program that includes multiple
touch points ranging from short loss prevention
awareness visits specialized audits.
Increase your loss prevention

store visit program.

developwith you to either

a
custom

presence through
shared

Employee Theft Resolution

to
Leverage the density ofbase loss
prevention professionals increase your theft
resolution. Together we can augment your existing
team, cover specific

or

you with as
needed investigations and resolution to your
employee theft issues concerns.

of our nationwide

markets, or provide

Increasing store presence, compliance
and visibility in high shrink or target

markets.
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Loss Prevention Solutions

With the knowledge

resolution to exceptions.

Working
provide

regularlyyou with
existing packaging for fast

with
LP

and daily use of many EBR applications, our Data Analysts will
their specialized skills of analyzing your point-of-sale data.

field teams, our team will provide detailed reporting and case

Have a high

shrink
reduction

bestofmodel

decrease
tosolution
to

practices,
meet

your shrink

methodologies
in

shrink market or group of stores requiring a targeted approach? Our
and field presence can provide you with a complete

your target locations. Together we can develop a program designed
goals.

Target Store Solutions

Services Include

Exception-Based Reporting and Analysis

Training and Awareness Programs
Compliance/Audit Programs

Investigative Support
Target Store Programs

Age Verification and Regulatory Compliance Services
LP Assessment and Consulting

Hosted Exception Reporting Solutions
Distribution / Fulfillment Center Assessments

Complete Outsource Solution
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